In this paper, we provide a unified approach to solving preemptive scheduling problems with uniform parallel machines and controllable processing times. We demonstrate that a single criterion problem of minimizing total compression cost subject to the constraint that all due dates should be met can be formulated in terms of maximizing a linear function over a generalized polymatroid. This justifies applicability of the greedy approach and allows us to develop fast algorithms for solving the problem with arbitrary release and due dates as well as its special case with zero release dates and a common due date. For the bicriteria counterpart of the latter problem we develop an efficient algorithm that constructs the trade-off curve for minimizing the compression cost and the makespan.
Introduction
We study the scheduling model in which the jobs of set N = {1, 2, . . . , n} have to be processed on uniform parallel machines M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M m . For each job, its processing time is not given in advance but has to be chosen by the decision-maker from a given range.
For each job j ∈ N we are given the interval [p j , p j ] from which the actual value p j of the processing time is to be chosen. That selection process can be viewed either as compressing or crashing p j down to p j , or decompressing p j up to p j . In the former case, the value x j = p j − p j is called the compression amount of job j , while in the latter case z j = p j − p j is called the decompression amount of job j . Compression may decrease job completion time(s) but incurs additional cost α j x j , where α j is a given unit compression cost. The total cost associated with a choice of the actual processing times is represented by the linear function j ∈N α j x j .
The processing machines are uniform, i.e., machine M h has speed s h , 1 ≤ h ≤ m. Without loss of generality, assume that the machines are numbered in non-increasing order of their speeds, i.e.,
A usual scheduling requirement says that a machine cannot process more than one job at a time, and a job is never processed on more than one machine at a time. Given a set of actual processing times p j , the jobs can be processed with preemption. For some schedule, denote the total time during which a job j ∈ N is processed on machine M h , 1 ≤ h ≤ m, by q Each job j ∈ N is given a release date r j , before which it is not available, and a due date d j , by which it is desirable to complete its processing. Given a schedule, let C j denote the completion time of job j , i.e., the time at which the last portion of job j is finished on the corresponding machine. A schedule is called feasible with respect to the due dates if C j ≤ d j for all jobs j = 1, . . . , n. The value C max = max j ∈N C j determines the maximum completion time of all jobs and is called the makespan. We exclude from further consideration the case that n < m, since to minimize the makespan we need to process n jobs on n fastest machines.
The problem of our primal concern is to determine the values of actual processing times and find the corresponding schedule on m uniform machines so that all jobs meet their due dates and total compression cost is minimized. Extending standard notation for scheduling problems [11] , we denote problems of this type by Q|r j , p j = p j − x j , C j ≤ d j , pmtn| α j x j . Here, r j in the middle field implies that the jobs have individual release dates; this parameter is omitted if the release dates are equal. We write p j = p j − x j to indicate that the processing times are controllable and x j is the compression amount to be found. The condition C j ≤ d j reflects the fact that in a feasible schedule the due dates should be respected; we write C j ≤ d if the due dates are equal. The abbreviation pmtn is used to point out that preemption is allowed. Finally, in the third field we write the objective function to be minimized.
In this paper we also consider a bicriteria problem Q|p j = p j − x j , pmtn|(C max , K), where K denotes a compression cost function, namely α j x j . To describe a solution of a bicriteria problem we find the set of Pareto optimal points 
O(n log n + nm) [10, 18] [8] defined by the break-points of the so-called efficiency frontier; see [23] for definitions and a state-of-the-art survey of multicriteria scheduling. Recall that a schedule S is called Pareto optimal if there exists no schedule S such that C max (S ) ≤ C max (S ) and K(S ) ≤ K(S ), where at least one of these relations holds as a strict inequality. Scheduling problems with controllable processing times have received considerable attention, see, e.g., surveys [12, 16] . The study of these problems is motivated by their numerous applications to various areas. Below we discuss only computingrelated applications and refer to [20] for applications of scheduling with controllable processing times to manufacturing and operations management.
In real-time systems, a common goal is to schedule processors so that all computation is completed by specified deadlines because missing a deadline causes a system failure. However, meeting all timing requirements may not be possible for heavily loaded systems. In this case, some computations are performed partially, producing less precise results. For example, in computing systems that support imprecise computations, an iterative program or an image processing algorithm can often be logically decomposed. In our notation, a task with processing requirement p j can be split into a mandatory part which takes p j time, and an optional part that may take up to p j − p j time. To produce a result of acceptable quality, the mandatory part must be completed in full, while an optional part improves the accuracy of the solution. If instead of an ideal computation time p j a task is executed for p j = p j − x j time, then computation is imprecise and x j corresponds to the error of computation. In this application, total compression cost α j x j is the total weighted error. See [12, 13, 21, 22] .
A similar situation occurs in computer systems that collect data from sensing devices where the jobs can be completed partially in order to meet their deadlines, while incomplete jobs result in information loss (see [4] , Sect. 5.4.2). Decision-making in this setting is based on finding the trade-off curve between the time required to complete all jobs and the value of lost information.
If the processing times are fixed, the known results on finding a due date feasible preemptive schedule and/or minimizing the makespan on m uniform parallel machines are given in Table 1 .
If the processing times are controllable, problem Q|r j , p j − x j , C j ≤ d j , pmtn| α j x j as a model of imprecise computation is studied by Błažewicz and Finke [3] and Leung [12] and shown to be solvable in O(m 2 n 4 log mn + m 2 n 3 log 2 mn) and O(m 2 n 4 log mn) time, respectively. Nowicki and Zdrzalka [17] study problem Q|p j − x j , C j ≤ d, pmtn| α j x j with equal release dates and a common due date. They claim that it is solvable in O(n log n + nm) time, but it is not clear whether their algorithm can be extended to solve the bicriteria problem in polynomial time. They also give a pseudopolynomialtime approximation scheme for finding the efficient frontier for the bicriteria problem
If the machines are identical, i.e., have equal speeds, then the following two single criterion problems are studied for controllable processing times: P |p j − x j , C j ≤ d, pmtn| α j x j and P |r j , p j − x j , pmtn, C j ≤ r j + d| α j x j . The first problem reduces to the continuous linear knapsack problem [9, 20] and thus can be solved in O(n) time while the second one reduces to linear programming [15] . The fastest algorithm for the bicriteria problem P |p j − x j , pmtn|(C max , K) requires O(n log n) time [20] .
This paper is ideologically close to our previous work [20] in which several problems with controllable processing times have been reduced to optimizing a linear objective function over a special polyhedron, known as a polymatroid. In this paper, for more general scheduling problems we use a more general combinatorial structure of a generalized polymatroid, see Sect. 2 for relevant definitions. Here we only mention that the main advantage in using polymatroids is that we may simplify justification of the greedy approach to solving the corresponding scheduling problems, and eventually design simpler and faster algorithms than those known earlier.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reduces problem Q|r j , p j − x j , C j ≤ d j , pmtn| α j x j to maximizing a linear function over a generalized polymatroid which allows us to solve the problem in O(mn 4 ) time by network flow techniques, faster than the earlier approaches [3, 12] . Section 3 addresses problem Q|p j − x j , C j ≤ d, pmtn| α j x j with equal release dates and a common due date. Using a polymatroidal representation we arrive at an O(n log n + nm)-time algorithm. Compared with the algorithm by Nowicki and Zdrzalka, the justification, description and analysis of our algorithm is much easier and more natural than that in [17] . The bicriteria problem Q|p j − x j , pmtn|(C max , K) is studied in Sect. 4. Again, the polymatroidal approach leads to an efficient and natural way of generating the break-points of the efficient frontier, thereby yielding the first polynomial-time algorithm for the bicriteria problem. 
the sum of the speeds of h fastest machines, 1 ≤ h ≤ m. Taking into consideration the speed of each machine, notice that in an interval I i total processing that could be done on machine M 1 is s 1 i , on machine M 2 is s 2 i , and so on.
Given actual values p j of the processing times of the jobs, consider the problem of finding a feasible schedule in which each job j completes by its due date d j . For a subset A ⊆ N of jobs and an arbitrary interval I i , let A i ⊆ A be the set of all jobs in A that are available in interval I i . If |A i | ≥ m then all m machines can be used for processing of the jobs of A i in interval I i ; otherwise, the maximum total processing of the jobs of A i in interval I i will be achieved if |A i | fastest machines are used. Thus, for set A the maximum processing that can be performed in an interval I i can be written as
where h i = min{m, |A i |}. Let 2 N be a set of all subsets of the jobs from N . As proved by Martel (see Theorem 2.4.2 in [14] ), a feasible schedule with job processing times p j , j = 1, . . . , n, exists if and only if the following conditions hold for each subset A ∈ 2 N of jobs:
If job processing times are controllable, then the values p j are not known in advance, but are the decision variables. It is clear that the larger actual values p j are, the smaller the total compression cost α j x j is. Therefore, problem Q|r j , p j − x j , C j ≤ d j , pmtn| α j x j reduces to the following linear program:
subject to the constraints
We show that the problem of maximizing the function (4) over the set of constraints (5) can be solved by a greedy algorithm by establishing the fact that (5) is a so-called generalized polymatroid. Recall several relevant definitions.
holds for all A, B from 2 N .
It is also known (see, e.g., [19] , p. 767) that ϕ(A) is submodular if and only if the condition
holds for each A ⊆ N and distinct j and k from N\A. (2) is submodular.
Lemma 1 Set-function ϕ i (A) of the form
Proof We use the equivalent characterization of a submodular function (6) . Recall that A i ⊆ A is the subset of jobs from A that are available in interval I i , so that
If job j is not available in interval I i , then
so that (6) holds. Similarly, if job k is not available in interval I i , then we derive
as required. Thus, in the remainder of this proof both jobs j and k are available in
Thus, (6) always holds.
It is easy to check that each set-function ϕ i of the form (2) is monotone increasing, i.e., ϕ i (A) ≥ ϕ i (B) for all sets A ⊇ B. It follows that function ϕ(A) of the form (3) is submodular increasing as the sum of submodular increasing functions.
Definition 2 (Frank and Tardos [6], p. 495) A polyhedron
is called a polymatroid associated with ϕ if function ϕ(A) is a submodular, nonnegative, monotone increasing and finite.
Thus, since function ϕ of the form (3) only takes non-negative finite values, it follows that P ϕ is a polymatroid.
Here we refrain from giving the definition of the generalized polymatroid (or gpolymatroid); the reader is referred to [6] , p. 501, or to [19] , p. 845. For our purposes it suffices to mention that:
• a polymatroid is a g-polymatroid, see [19] , p. 845;
• an intersection of a g-polymatroid with a box B = {p ∈ R n , p≤ p ≤p} is a gpolymatroid, see [6] , p. 507, and [19] , p. 845; • maximizing a linear function over a g-polymatroid can be done by a greedy algorithm, see [6] , p. 524.
Thus, the constraints (5) define a g-polymatroid, and the problem of maximizing function (4) over it can be solved by the following algorithm.
Algorithm GrA
Step 1. If necessary, renumber the jobs so that
Step 2. Define
Step 3. FOR k = 1 to n do
Step 4. For job k, choose the decompression amount z k as large as possible so that
For problem Q|r j , p j − x j , C j ≤ d j , pmtn| α j x j Algorithm GrA can be implemented in the following way. Starting with fully compressed processing times p j = p j , j = 1, . . . , n, the first task is to find an amount of processing of each job j in each interval I i in a schedule with no late jobs (we assume that such a schedule exists, otherwise the problem makes no sense). Then for each job we need to find the largest decompression amount by considering the jobs one by one in accordance with numbering (7) as described in Step 4. There are several ways of performing the first task. We can find the maximum polymatroidal flow of the total value j ∈N p j in the corresponding Martel's network (see Fig. 1 ); the running time of Martel's algorithm is O(m 2 n 4 + n 5 ) [14] . There is a more computationally efficient way of performing this task which relies on an O(mn 3 )-time algorithm by Federgruen and Groenvelt [7] of solving the (ordinary) maximum flow problem in a special network (see Fig. 2 ).
Martel's network contains n job nodes connected with the source by the arcs of capacities p j , j = 1, . . . , n, and q − 1 interval nodes connected with the sink by the arcs of infinite capacities. The job nodes are connected directly to the interval nodes: if job j is available in interval I i , then the corresponding job node and the interval node are connected by an arc with capacity S 1 i . Unlike the traditional maximum flow models, in the polymatroidal network additional constraints are introduced to define upper bounds on the cumulative capacities of the sets of arcs: if X i is a (sub)set of arcs entering interval node I i , then the total flow on the arcs of set X i cannot be larger than ϕ i (X i ), where ϕ i is defined by (2) . If f ji is a flow on the arc from job node j to interval node I i , then the value f ji can be viewed as the total amount of processing of job j in interval I i in a feasible schedule. 
Similar to Martel's network, the total flow f ji in the Federgruen-Groenvelt network from a job node j to an interval I i defines the amount of processing of job j in interval I i .
To implement Step 4 of Algorithm GrA any of the two network flow models can be used, Martel's or the one by Federgruen and Groenvelt. We describe a generic approach that does not depend on the model used. First, update the network by introducing for each arc from the source to each job node j a lower and upper bounds on the arc capacity, both equal to p j , j ∈ N . In a typical iteration (see Step 4) take the next job k and make an upper bound on the capacity of the arc entering job node k equal to p k . Find the maximum flow in the obtained network. Let p k be the flow value on that arc. For further iterations, set both lower and upper bounds on the arc capacity to p k . Accept p k as the actual processing time of job k. Take the next unconsidered job with the largest compression cost, and so on.
In our implementation of Step 4 we select the Federgruen-Groenvelt model since for the networks we consider here, finding an ordinary maximum flow can be done in O(mn 3 ) time [2, 7] , faster than finding a polymatroidal maximum flow.
Recall that the process of finding the (ordinary) maximum flow with lower bounds consists of two stages: (i) finding a feasible flow and (ii) optimizing the flow; see [1] . In our case, the flow found in one iteration is feasible for the problem to be solved in the next iteration. The optimization stage deals with the so-called residual arc capacities and in our case still requires O(mn 3 ) time.
Since
Step 4 is repeated n times, we deduce that the overall running time of our implementation of Algorithm GrA applied to problem Q|r j , p j − x j , C j ≤ d j , pmtn| α j x j does not exceed O mn 4 .
Recall that problem Q|r j , p j − x j , C j ≤ d j , pmtn| α j x j (or rather a relevant problem of minimizing the total late work) was studied by Błažewicz and Finke [3] and Leung [12] who suggested a reduction to the problem of finding the minimum cost flow in a modified Federgruen-Groenvelt network. Their approaches lead to the algorithms with the running times of O(m 2 n 4 log mn + m 2 n 3 log 2 mn) and O(m 2 n 4 log mn), respectively, and are explicitly presented only for the case that p j = 0, j ∈ N.
Equal Release Times and Due Dates: Single Criterion
In this section we address the simplest version of problem Q|r j , p j − x j , C j ≤ d j , pmtn| α j x j in which all jobs are simultaneously available at time zero, i.e., r j = 0, and they have to be completed by a common due date d. We give an efficient implementation of Algorithm GrA that solves this single criterion problem in O (n log n + nm) time.
We adapt conditions (5) 
Consider
Step 4 of Algorithm GrA that finds the maximum decompression amount for job k. A straightforward implementation of this step may require checking exponentially many inequalities from (5) that define the polymatroid. For a more efficient implementation of Step 4, determine a permutation λ = (λ(1), λ(2) , . . . , λ(n)) of jobs such that
breaking ties so that the jobs with equal current processing times are sequenced in non-increasing order of their compression costs. Define
It is known (see, e.g., [5] ) that a schedule with the makespan d exists if and only if (i) for each h, 1 ≤ h ≤ m − 1, h longest jobs can be processed on h fastest machines, and (ii) all jobs can be completed on all machines by time d, so that
Clearly, it is sufficient to consider the latter m inequalities together with n boxinequalities of the form
when finding the maximum decompression of job k. In what follows, we describe an efficient implementation of Algorithm GrA based on m + n constraints (10-11) instead of an exponential number of constraints (5).
We start with fully crashed jobs with p j = p j , j ∈ N . Let π be the current permutation of jobs, and in the beginning of the algorithm π = λ, where λ is defined by (8) . During the process of decompression, the jobs will change their relative order with respect to the current processing times. Due to (9) it suffices to keep track of the first m − 1 positions of the current permutation π of jobs. Throughout the process, we maintain the following structure of that permutation.
Definition 3 Given the current values p j of the processing times, permutation π of jobs is called the main permutation if
(i) the first m − 1 positions of π are occupied by the longest jobs sorted in nonincreasing order of p j ; the jobs with equal processing times are additionally sorted in non-increasing order of their compression costs α j ; (ii) the remaining jobs are placed starting from position m, the decompressible jobs (with p j < p j ) being positioned in non-increasing order of their compression costs α j and followed by the fully uncrashed jobs (with p j = p j ) taken in any order.
Determine the slacks of the constraints (10) by
Consider
Step 4 of Algorithm GrA in which job k = π(u) is subject to decompression. Observe that the position of job k in that permutation cannot be larger than m:
since any decompressible job in position m + 1 or larger has a smaller compression cost than that of job π(m). The current processing time p k can be enlarged by z k until one of the following events occurs: Notice that decompression of job k = π(u), u ≤ m, does not affect the values P h (π) and the corresponding slacks τ h for h ≤ u − 1. Therefore, the largest possible decompression z k such that either Event A or Event B occurs is given by
where τ min = min u≤h≤m {τ h } .
In the case of Event C, the processing time of job k takes the value p π(u−1) and that job still requires further decompressing in later iterations. In order to maintain the main permutation π while job k is being decompressed, this job is swapped with job π(u − 1). If there are more than one job with the processing time p π(u−1) , job k is successively swapped with the jobs in earlier positions until it appears in front of all the jobs of this length.
We now give implementation details of Step 4 of Algorithm GrA for finding the optimal decompression amount z k of job k in position π(u) in the current main permutation π . It is assumed that we enter this step having found the values P n , τ m , and P h (π), τ h for h = 1, . . . , m − 1.
Implementation of Step 4 of Algorithm GrA
otherwise no further actions required. Case B: z k = τ min . Set τ min := 0; no further actions required.
Update the values P n , τ m , P h (π) and τ h for h = 1, . . . , m − 1 taking into account total decompression of job k.
Initial sorting of the machines in accordance with (1) and the jobs in accordance with (7) and (8) requires O(n log n) time. For the sorted jobs and machines, all sums P n , τ m , P h (π) and τ h , 1 ≤ h ≤ m − 1, can be calculated in O(n) time.
In
Step 4, for each job each of Events A or B may happen at most once. Due to (12), Event C occurs no more than m times. Thus, the total running time of Algorithm GrA is O(n log n + nm). Finding the corresponding optimal schedule requires O(n + m log m) time, see [8] . Observe that the jobs are numbered so that (7) holds. In accordance with Algorithm GrA, we start with fully compressed jobs with p j = p j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, and the main permutation π = (3, 2, 1, 4) . We enter Step 4 of Algorithm GrA having found P 1 (π) = 50; P 2 (π) = 50 + 10 = 60; P 4 = 50 + 10 + 2 + 1 = 63; The first job that is subject to decompression is job k = 1 = π(3) and τ min = min 3≤h≤3 {τ h } = τ 3 . It follows that this job can be decompressed by z 1 = min{30 − 2, 27, 10 − 2} = 8, i.e., Event C occurs. After that decompression p 1 becomes equal to 10 and we swap jobs 2 and 1 in permutation π so that π becomes (3, 1, 2, 4) and τ min becomes min {20, 19} = 19.
Job 1 is further decompressed by z 1 = min {30 − 10, 19, 50 − 10} = 19, i.e., Event B occurs. As a result p 1 becomes equal 29 and τ min = 0. No further decompression of any job is possible.
To finish Step 4, we update the values of P h (π) and τ h : P 1 (π) = 50; P 2 (π) = 50 + 29 = 79; P 4 = 50 + 29 + 10 + 1 = 90;
Equal Release Times and Due Dates: Two Criteria
In this section, we develop a polynomial-time algorithm for the bicriteria problem Q|p j − x j , pmtn|(C max , α j x j ). As a solution of problem Q|p j − x j , pmtn|(C max , α j x j ), we find a sequence of all break-points of the efficient frontier
. . , (C , K )
, where C γ is the makespan of the corresponding schedule and K γ is the total compression cost, 0 ≤ γ ≤ . For each break-point (C γ , K γ ) an actual schedule σ γ can be found in O(n + m log m) time, see [8] .
In order to construct the first break-point (C 0 , K 0 ) we crash all jobs to their minimum processing times, i.e., set p j = p j for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Determine the main permutation π . Recall that in π the first m − 1 positions are occupied by the longest jobs taken in non-increasing order of their processing times. It is known (see, e.g., [5] ) that for the fixed processing times p j , j ∈ N , the optimum value of the makespan C is given by
where P h (π) and P n are defined by (9) . Define C 0 = C. In general, in the corresponding schedule some jobs can be uncrashed without increasing C 0 . The optimal processing times p j , p j ≤ p j ≤ p j , that minimize the total compression cost n j =1 α j x j , can be found in O(n log n + nm) time by solving problem Q|p j − x j , pmtn, C j ≤ C 0 | α j x j with a common due date d = C 0 by Algorithm GrA. Denote the found schedule by σ 0 . The corresponding value of K 0 is given by n j =1 α j (p j −p j ), where p j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, are actual processing times of the jobs found by Algorithm GrA.
Notice that a possible structure of schedule σ associated with a break-point (C, K) is such that Consider an arbitrary Pareto optimal schedule σ with the makespan C, cost K and the main permutation π . For this schedule the inequalities
hold, at least one of them being the equality. In schedule σ , take a decompressible job k located in the u-th position of π and define a block B(u; 1, g) as a partial schedule for fully occupied machines M 1 , . . . , M g , where g ≥ u, such that in (13) the inequality for h = g holds as equality and all inequalities for h ∈ {u, . . . , g − 1} , if any, are strict. In other words, the g-th inequality of (13) is the first inequality no higher than the u-th inequality that holds as equality.
Let B(u; 1, g) be a block in schedule σ . If g < m, then in block B(u; 1, g) the jobs of the set N(u; 1, g) = {π (1) In line with the greedy argument, a transition from one Pareto optimal schedule to another is done by decompressing a (partially) crashed job k = π(u) with the largest compression cost. Suppose that k belongs to some block B(u; 1, g). As the processing time of job k ∈ N(u; 1, g) grows, the structure of the corresponding schedule may change, and the situation that such a change takes place determines the next breakpoint of the efficient frontier. A possible structural change is associated with one of the following three events:
Event U: job k becomes fully uncrashed; Event V: the processing time of job k = π(u) becomes equal to that of the nearest longest job π(u − 1), so that the main permutation needs to be updated; Event W: for block B (u; 1, g) a new block B(u; 1, g ) emerges, where u ≤ g < g.
For block B(u; 1, g) denote
Let z be a decompression amount of job k that is being decompressed. As the processing time p k grows by z, the makespan of the resulting schedule increases by some value δ(z). The purpose of the next lemma is to establish the relationship between these two values. 
Lemma 2 Suppose that for schedule σ job k = π(u) is subject to decompression and k belongs to block B(u; 1, g). If job k is decompressed by amount
Proof Since B(u; 1, g) is a block, then in the original schedule only the jobs of set N(u; 1, g) are processed on machines M 1 , . . . , M g so that
As the processing time of job k grows by z = z k until the earliest of three events U, V or W occurs, still in the resulting schedule only the jobs of set N(u; 1, g) are processed on machines M 1 , . . . , M g :
e., the extra processing time z k should be redistributed over the same set of machines. It follows from the above two equalities, that the makespan increases by
It is straightforward to verify that the decompression amount
leads to Event U, while the decompression amount
leads to Event V. Below we present the lemma that gives a formula for z W k leading to Event W as the earliest event.
Lemma 3 Suppose that for schedule σ job k = π(u) is subject to decompression and k belongs to block B(u; 1, g). If Event W is the earliest event that occurs as a result of decompressing
Proof Consider decompression of job k by an amount z. In accordance with (13) we have that
and additionally,
Comparing these relations with (13) , notice that for each of the first u − 1 inequalities only the right-hand side grows, so that all of them are strict inequalities. In order to find out when the earliest Event W occurs we need to find the smallest increment z = z W k such that one of the inequalities with h = g , u ≤ g ≤ g − 1 in (16) becomes equality, i.e., block B(u; 1, g ) emerges.
For this value of z we have that
Thus, the value of z W k can be found by taking the minimum of the values
over all h, u ≤ h ≤ g − 1, which corresponds to formula (15) .
Suppose that for the original problem Q|p j − x j , pmtn|(C max , α j x j ) we have found a sequence of break-points
we know the actual processing times equal to p j = p j + z j , the main permutation π and the corresponding schedule σ γ −1 that satisfies the conditions where at least one inequality (13) with C = C γ −1 holds as the equality. We describe a transition to the next break-point (C γ , K γ ).
For schedule σ γ −1 determine a decompressible job k with the largest cost α k . Assume that job k is located in the u-th position of π . We start with considering the case that schedule σ γ −1 consists of a single block B(u; 1, m) that includes all machines.
The decompression amount for job k = π(u) that leads to the earliest of the Events U, V or W is equal to
where the last right-hand side term follows from (15) . If job k is decompressed by z k , we obtain the next schedule σ γ that corresponds to the break-point (C γ , K γ ) of the efficient frontier, where
Consider now the situation that in schedule σ γ −1 job k 1 = π(u 1 ) to be decompressed belongs to block B(u 1 ; 1, g 1 ), g 1 < m. For further purposes we refer to this block as B(u 1 ; g 0 + 1, g 1 ), where for completeness g 0 is set equal to 0. Similar to the previous case we can find the decompression amount z k 1 
} of job k 1 that leads to the earliest of Events U, V or W, and determine the corresponding increase δ 1 = z k 1 /(S g 1 − S g 0 ) in the makespan for the jobs of set N(u 1 ; g 0 + 1, g 1 ) processed in block B(u 1 ; g 0 + 1, g 1 ); here for completeness S g 0 = 0.
If this decompression were performed as described, we would not obtain a Pareto optimal schedule, since further decompression is possible for one or several jobs of the set {π (g 1 + 1) , . . . , π(n)}. Thus, we look for a decompressible job k 2 = π(u 2 ) such that u 2 > g 1 and the compression cost α k 2 is the largest among all decompressible jobs of set N\N(u 1 ; g 0 + 1, g 1 ) . Temporarily disregard block N(u 1 ; g 0 +  1, g 1 ) , and consider the subproblem of a smaller size for processing the jobs of set N \N(u 1 ; g 0 + 1, g 1 ) on machines M g 1 +1 , . . . , M m . Similar to the above, for job u 2 find block B(u 2 ; g 1 +1, g 2 ), where g 2 is the smallest index, g 2 ≥ u 2 , for which in (13) with C = C γ −1 the corresponding inequality holds as equality. If g 2 < m, then in this block the jobs of the set N(u 2 ; g 1 + 1, g 2 ) = {π (g 1 + 1), . . . , π(u 2 ) , . . . , π(g 2 )} are processed on the machines M g 1 +1 , . . . , M g 2 and all these machines complete simultaneously at time C γ −1 . On the other hand, if g 2 = m then in block B(u 2 ; g 1 + 1, g 2 ) the jobs of set N(u 2 ;
in a similar way as block B(u 1 ; g 0 + 1, g 1 ) we can derive the formulas for the largest possible decompression amount z k 2 of job k 2 = π(u 2 ) that leads to the earliest Event U, V or W in block B(u 2 ; g 1 + 1, g 2 ), and the corresponding increment δ 2 = z k 2 /(S g 2 − S g 1 ) of the makespan of the jobs of set N(u 2 ; g 1 + 1, g 2 ). Again, if g 2 = m, there are no further actions to be taken; otherwise, we search for the next decompressible job, the corresponding block, etc.
This process of identifying the decompressible jobs continues until we find a job k y = π(u y ) to be decompressed simultaneously with all previously found jobs k = π(u ), = 1, . . . , y − 1. The corresponding value g y for block B(u y ; g y−1 + 1, g y ) is either equal to m or less than m. In the former case, the structure of schedule σ γ −1 is described by property (I) so that all jobs of set N(u y ; g y−1 + 1, g y ) = {π(g y−1 + 1), . . . , π(u y ), . . . , π(n)} are processed on machines M g y−1 +1 , . . . , M m , while in the latter case, the structure of schedule σ γ −1 is described by property (II) so that the jobs of set N(u y ; g y−1 + 1, g y ) = {π(g y−1 + 1), . . . , π(u y ), . . . , π(g y )} and only those are processed on machines M g y−1 +1 , . . . , M g y , and all jobs that follow job π(g y ) in the main permutation π are fully uncrashed.
Thus, we have decomposed the problem of finding the next breakpoint into y subproblems Q , = 1, . . . , y. In each subproblem Q we consider jobs of set
where N g 1 , N g 2 , . . . , N g y Additionally, define
see Fig. 3 . To guarantee that the structure of schedule σ γ that defines the next break-point (C γ , K γ ) satisfies one of the properties (I) or (II), we need to find the largest possible value of δ, so that C γ = C γ −1 + δ and the earliest event U, V or W occurs in one of the blocks:
Having found increment δ in the makespan value, the processing time of each job k = π(u ) increases by z Summarizing, we can formalize the transition from break-point (C γ −1 , K γ −1 ) to (C γ , K γ ) as follows. O(m 2 n 4 log mn) [12] (min-cost-max-flow)
k is swapped with all the preceding jobs that have the same processing time. Even if each job k is moved to the first position of its block, this can be achieved for job k in no more than m swaps. Thus, the overall time complexity of a single transition
, provided that the starting permutation π and the partial sums P g and S g are known.
It follows that the running time needed for solving the original bicriteria problem Q|p j − x j , pmtn|(C max , α j x j ) is at most O(n log n + m 2 ), where is the number of break-points. To determine we count the overall number of times that each Event U, V and W may take place.
Event U occurs no more than n times. Event V occurs no more than nm times, since each time a job to be swapped is located no further than in position m of the current permutation π . Finally, Event W may occur no more than m times in-between two consecutive Events U or V since each block B(u ; g −1 + 1, g ) can be split in at most g − g −1 ≤ m sub-blocks. Therefore, the number of break-points does not exceed O(nm 2 ).
This makes the overall time complexity of finding the efficient frontier equal to O(n log n+nm 4 ). Recall that for each Pareto-optimal point finding the corresponding optimal schedule requires O(n + m log m) time, see [8] .
Observe that the approach developed by Nowicki and Zdrzalka in [17] allows finding an ε-approximation of the efficient frontier in pseudopolynomial O(nm(C − C 0 )/ε) time, where C and C 0 are the optimal makespan values if all jobs are fully uncrashed and fully crashed, respectively.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have extended the polymatroidal approach suggested in [20] for preemptive single and identical parallel machine problems with controllable parameters to a more general scheduling model with uniform parallel machines. The main outcome is establishing the link between the most general type of preemptive scheduling problems with polymatroids. This allows us to provide a unified framework for solving the corresponding problems with controllable processing times.
The paper affirms that the polymatroidal approach simplifies justification of the greedy approach to solving the corresponding scheduling problems and eventually leads to the design of simpler and faster algorithms than those known earlier. The results for single criterion problems are summarized in Table 2 .
For the bicriteria problem Q|p j − x j , pmtn|(C max , α j x j ) of minimizing makespan and compression cost we have developed an algorithm that required O(n log n + nm 4 ) time and constructs the breakpoints of the efficient frontier. It is the first algorithm that solves this bicriteria problem with uniform machines in polynomial time.
